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Mo Miah (CMO & Co-Lead)
- Grossed multiple 7 figures with Online Marketing.
- Released many best selling products of all time.
- Thousands of happy customers worldwide.
- Collaborated with many legends in the internet marketing space.

Gman (CEO & Co-Lead)
- Grossed multiple millions online in internet marketing and health niche.
- Traded digital assets for 5 years.
- Bought my first Bitcoins in 2018, I fell in love with digital asset investing. and slowly
started moving away from internet marketing while Mo kept it running.
- Last 4 years full-time digital asset trading. (Educating myself + investing/trading).

who are we?
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We make no warranties of any kind in relation to our content and services, including but not limited to
accuracy, security and updates. We make no claims of earnings, results or income of any kind. Examples
used in this presentation are from my own experience and are not typical.

No part of the content and services that we provide (including this presentation) constitutes financial
advice, legal advice, taxation advice or any other form of advice meant for your specific reliance for any
purpose, nor any dealing in (or promotion of) securities for which a licence is required.

Any use or reliance on our content and services is solely at your own risk and discretion. By using ourAny use or reliance on our content and services is solely at your own risk and discretion. By using our
service you agree to indemnify John Gibb, Mo Miah the owners, agents, authors and representatives
from any and all claims and responsibilities. You should always conduct your own research, review,
analyse and even consult a licensed financial planner if you are unsure.

Trading and investing in cryptocurrencies is a highly risky activity that can lead to major losses
exceeding your initial capital and even total loss, please therefore consult your financial advisor before
making any decision if unsure. 

Never invest more than you can afford to lose and be aware your initial investment is at risk, regardlessNever invest more than you can afford to lose and be aware your initial investment is at risk, regardless
of the asset class you are investing in.

legal
disclaimer
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Fast-paced, epic card duels. Full digital ownership of NFTs.

Liquid, Tradable Player Rewards.Steady game economy.

AstroX is a unique, brilliant, fast-paced designed trading card game, with unique
space-themed RPG elements that allows its players to earn by playing. AstroX will have
all its utility built on the Binance Smart Chain. With the help of the web 3.0 technology,
each card in AstroX can be generated as an NFT - that means that all the AstroX players
can have full digital ownership with their cards. This includes battling for rewards, holding
as collectibles, trading on our peer-to-peer market, upgrading them, or even burning to
craft for a higher tier card. Founded by a team of blockchain innovators and marketerscraft for a higher tier card. Founded by a team of blockchain innovators and marketers
who share a similar vision with play-to-earn games, the AstroX is comitted to become
the next revolutionary Trading Card Game, a community-first and developer-friendly
Game-Fi platform.
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The AstroX starter pack is an upgrade REQUIRED in order for all  players
to have access to rewards and all of the full game functionalities of AstroX.

How to purchase the pack?
The AstroX starter pack can be purchased in our Marketplace with our
native token or with any cryptocurrencies supported by AstroX

Why should i purchase the starter pack?
These are the few important game features that you will miss if you don’tThese are the few important game features that you will miss if you don’t
purchase the starter pack:

No access to rewards - Players can not earn cards or card fragments for
battling or completing of quests.

No access to the AstroX Marketplace - Although a player’s blockchain
account is needed to be linked upon playing the game, until they purchase
the AstroX starter pack, they are unable to make any transaction on the
marketplace, such as buying, selling, crafting packs or individual cards.marketplace, such as buying, selling, crafting packs or individual cards.

What happens if I don’t purchase the starter pack?
Feel free to play the game without the starter pack, as we’re giving the
chance for players to explore the game first, learn all the mechanics and
begin planning their game strategies.
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A straightforward yet strategy-heavy, fast-paced turn-based gameplay within a couple minutes on the
tutorial mode, players should be to get a hang of the game.

Card Level Upgrading
Players will be able to level their cards by combining them with the same name type. This will enable the
card to have higher stats and will also is a requirement for it to be minted as an NFT on our marketplace.

Card Types
There will be 4 types of cards, each type of card will have it’s own unique ability and power. All playersThere will be 4 types of cards, each type of card will have it’s own unique ability and power. All players
will have the chance to build and strategize their decks before entering into battle.

Ranked & Normal Matchmaking
Players will be able to to choose between two game matchmaking modes, normal and ranked. With the
normal matchmaking mode, players will be able to practice, learn and battle with other players without
increasing or decreasing their matchmaking rating (MMR) although quest rewards and experience can
still be gained. The ranked matchmaking is a competitive mode wherein players will be battling for their
MMR, increase their player rank tier and for the players who want to stay on top of our player leaderboards.MMR, increase their player rank tier and for the players who want to stay on top of our player leaderboards.
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Tradeable rewards in form of cards, card fragments, packs and in-game currency
which then can be leveraged outside of the game.

Daily Quests
Once in every 24-hour period, players will be able to complete a daily quest. Rewards
will be in a form of card fragments, experience and in-game currency. Daily quests can
be completed by playing in normal or ranked matches.

Reward ChestsReward Chests
Aside from the daily quests, reward chests will also be available in game for a specific
amount of time for players to collect. This will enable players to gain in-game currency,
card fragments, and other miscellaneous game items.

Leaderboard Rewards
In addition to the daily rewards, there will be leaderboard rewards given to the top
ranked players after every end-of-season. Players will have to compete for the top 5
spots in order to receive these rewards. spots in order to receive these rewards. 

the reward
system
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The AstroX marketplace is designed for buying and selling of cards in a form of minted
NFTS. Players will have full authority to set the card’s market value. Players are able to
transact on our marketplace via our  native token or any cryptocurrency that is
supported by the AstroX marketplace.

NFT Crafting
Players will be able to craft a card once a specific amount of card fragments are
being merged. Once merged, player will have the option to mint them as NFTs on ourbeing merged. Once merged, player will have the option to mint them as NFTs on our
NFT marketplace giving the player full digital ownership of their cards and having them
set the market value for each to sell on our marketplace.

Marketplace Transactions
For every transaction that will happen on the Marketplace, there will be a royalty fee
that goes to the project. These funds will be utilized for our reward system and to help
fund our expansions and other game development needs.
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- CA Deploy, Certik Audit + Certik KYC
- Discord Opening + Marketing Campaigns
- Multiple Live AMA Sessions On-Going
- On-Going Telegram Posts Prior to AMAs
- Telegram Adverts
- Reddit Trending
- Twitter Adverts- Twitter Adverts
- Bsc Scan Adverts
- DexTools Adverts
- YouTuber Dedicated Videos
- Big Referal Wl Campaign on Discord
- Sweep Widget (Twitter + Telegram Campaigns)

4-week token
Launch Period

- CMC, CG, BSC SCAN Listing
- More Dex Listings
- NFT Marketplace
- NFT Card Packs
- Multiple Cex Lsistings
- AstroX Alpha Game Launch
- Global Marketing Campaigns Online + Offline- Global Marketing Campaigns Online + Offline
- On-Going Strategic Marketing Of The AstroX Game
- Competitions, Interviews, Crazy Videos
- Team VC Hang Outs

post launch
Period

project roadmap
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- Game Design Document Creation
- NFT Marketplace Sitemapping & Planning
- NFT Smart Contract Designing
- Finalization of Sustainability Plans
- Releasing of Whitepaper 2.0
- Turnover of 3D assets for NFT integration

- Releasing of AstroX Starter Pack
- Enabling of NFT minting on AstroX Marketplace
- AstroX Game Alpha Testing
- Designing of Card Expansion Packs
- Designing of new features on AstroX Marketplace

- Integration of new game features
- Accepting community feedback & fixing of bugs
- AstroX Game Beta Release
- Introducing new card packs
- Planning of new levels and other opportunities
- Integration of game rewards

- In-game UX/UI Design
- Creation of NFT Smart Contracts
- Creation of Sm
- AstroX NFT Marketplace UX/UI design & development
- Integration of NFTs to AstroX Marketplace
- NFT Marketplace Alpha QA & Testing
- Start of AstroX Game Development in Unity Framework- Start of AstroX Game Development in Unity Framework

01 september to
october 2022

03 december
to march 2022

04 september
to october 2022

02 october to
december 2022

project roadmap
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